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The banknotes of the “Kirtland Safety Society Bank” are some of the most
studied and collected of any obsolete currency of the period.  The formation of the
bank in Kirtland was first discussed by Mormon leaders in late 1836 and shortly
thereafter the establishment of the bank was realized on January 2, 1837.  At this
time in America there existed no standardized circulating paper currency.  Although
there were many private banks in operation with many of them issuing paper cur-
rency, it was relatively unregulated, and in some cases completely without any back-
ing or even legal bank charters.  Individual states attempted to regulate banks oper-
ating within their jurisdiction and had laws in place to protect the public, but even
these regulations were sometimes loose and often unenforced.  The result was a myr-
iad of circulating notes from literally hundreds of banks without any standardiza-
tion of what their currency was worth.  A note received for payment could literally
be worth almost anything, some being almost worthless, while others could poten-
tially be worth at or near their stated value.  This, as one can imagine, caused prob-
lems and many people were wary of any paper currency they received.  The stan-
dardization of paper currency would not be realized until near the end of the Civil
War when the U.S. government acted to establish a viable national currency.  The
preferred form of commerce and payment for debts or services would until that time
remain in the form of gold and silver coin.  In fact, California, which became a state
in 1850, had its legislature outlaw the use of paper currency altogether.  This act
would also remain in force until the end of the Civil War.  

In regard to the many banks issuing currency one can imagine that with lit-
erally thousands of different issues circulating it was extremely difficult for mer-
chants, let alone the general public, to have any confidence when accepting paper
currency.  There were attempts to keep track of the value of individual banknotes
and several organizations circulated charts which tracked the value of individual
notes.  This was a good attempt, and was useful, but banks could fail, or their cur-
rency could become less valuable or even wothless in a short period of time. These
documents had to be constantly updated and they were far from perfect since infor-
mation traveled slowly during the early 19th century so the chance of having an out-
dated value chart was often the case.

An important question was: “what determined the value of a bank’s issued
currency, and what in general determined the value of a dollar?”  This harkens back
to the value of gold and silver and the ratio between the two metals.  These factors
were far more stable than today and they basically determined the value of a dollar.
The U.S. Mint had been striking silver since 1794 and gold since 1795 and the
intrinsic value of a silver dollar contained a dollar’s worth of silver, while a $10 gold
eagle contained $10 worth of the yellow metal.  These values of gold and silver coins
remained very stable, and although there were slight market variations resulting in
small changes in coinage, this went virtually unnoticed by the general public.
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Therefore, the banks attempted to value their $1 paper currency at par with a metal
dollar but seldom were they completely successful.  

Paper currency of the era, as collectors now fondly refer to it as “Obsolete
Currency,” was issued and circulated throughout the country from the early 1800s
but it had it heyday from the early 1830s until the beginning of the Civil War.  The
question we consider here is: “why did the Mormon Church leaders decide to open a
bank in Kirtland in 1837?”  At that time the Church was growing in numbers and it
was centered in Kirtland, Ohio.  There was, as previously mentioned, a multitude of
circulating issues in the area, many locally from Ohio, but occasionally a note from
hundreds of miles away would surface.  The Church leaders thought it would benefit
its membership to have a stable Church-operated bank as a convenience for its mem-
bers and their local commerce.   The first currency was issued on January 4th of
1837 after the bank had officially opened for business two days earlier on January
2nd.  Problems developed immediately, but even before the official opening there
were significant problems.  Church representative Oliver Cowdery was sent to
Philadelphia in late 1836 to have banknotes printed.  Sheets of individual notes were
routinely ordered from several companies supplying banknotes to various banks.
These companies had salesmen who would routinely travel around the country with
sample books of finished notes and individual vignettes of engravings from which
the bank management could literally pick and choose in designing its own currency.
Underwood, Bald, and Spencer, a well-known supplier of banknotes in New York
and Philadelphia was chosen by the Mormon Church to supply its currency.  Notes
of a multitude of denominations were present during this time including such
strange denominations as $4, $6, $9 and even $1.25 notes as well as others.  The $3
denomination was very common.  Sheets of uncut currency would be supplied and
then cut apart, signed, and issued as needed by the bank.  Many different sheet com-
binations were also available and most banks ordered these in whatever format and
quantity was felt would be required by their customers.  Probably the most used
denominations were the $1, $3 and $5 notes with diminishing quantities of higher
denominations.  The most common note issued and utilized by the Kirtland bank
was the $5.  This is easily understood since a $100 bill would be a vast amount of
money for the average citizen in 1837.  Most of the documentation regarding what a
bank ordered from a printer has not survived, and surviving uncut sheets of ban-
knotes are only available as a matter of chance.  Many were destroyed when the bank
failed or closed and those that did survive are generally unsigned sheets which were
probably saved by bank officials.  I have tracked more than 550 individual Kirtland
banknotes and attempted to reconstruct what was originally ordered and received by
Oliver Cowdery on his journey to Philadelphia to acquire the Kirtland banknotes.
Recently the final uncut sheet (a 2-subject sheet of $50-$100 notes) became available
so now that last piece of the puzzle is complete.  The uncut sheets supplied to the
Kirtland Safety Society Bank consisted of four different sheets.  Two of them are 4-
subject sheets while two are 2-subject sheets.  The configuration is as follows:

• 4-Subject Sheet consisting of 1-1-2-3 denominations / Plate Positions
A-B-A-A

• 4-Subject Sheet consisting of 5-5-5-10 denominations / Plate Positions
A-B-C-B

• 2-Subject Sheet consisting of 10-20 denominations / Plate Positions A-A
• 2-Subject Sheet consisting of 50-100 denominations / Plate Positions A-A

Banknotes were tracked then much as the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing does today.  Each note on a sheet can be identified as to the place it occu-
pied on the sheet by using the plate position letter.  Because of this and the 550+
individual notes tracked for the Kirtland bank, it can be confirmed that there were
indeed only the four aforementioned sheets supplied.  It is very fortunate that a
complete intact set of uncut sheets has even survived.  Although it cannot be calcu-
lated exactly how many of each sheet was ordered and no records of this nature exist
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Kirtland Safety Society Bank 1-1-2-3 sheet layout
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Kirtland Safety Society Bank 5-5-5-10 sheet layout
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it is very interesting problem to attempt to put together a simple history of what
was ordered and how it was used.  Scant documentation indicates that the Kirtland
bank ordered $200,000 face value of banknotes and possibly about $70,000 may
have actually been issued.  Taking those two numbers into consideration the fol-
lowing might be an accurate number of what a bank this size might have ordered
from the printer.

To determine this, as I previously stated, I have been compiling a census of
every Kirtland banknote known extant through private sale, auction, or collectors
who have shared their inventory information.  Presently I have recorded 562
known Kirtland notes which have been compiled over the past decade as well as
auction catalogues printed over the past 50 years.  The following table records these
notes by denomination.

Recorded 
Denomination Survivors

$1 78
$2 62
$3 68
$5 178
$10 102
$20 30
$50 20
$100 24

Total 562

Kirtland Safety Society Bank 20-10 sheet layout
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If one further breaks this down to the denominations contained on the four
sheet configurations and applies an estimate of 10% survival a rough approximation
of the number of original sheets of each type ordered can be calculated.

Sheet Existing notes 10% Remaining (x10) Sheets Ordered / 
Configuration from census Of the largest number Based upon ~$200,000

(x~3.1)
$1-$1-$2-$3 39 / 39 / 62 / 68 ~650 Sheets Used 2000
$5-$5-$5-$10 60 / 59 / 59 / 51 ~600 Sheets Used 2000
$10-$20 51 / 30 ~400 Sheets Used 1500
$50-$100 20 / 24 ~200 Sheets Used 1000

To understand the above table, we refer to the top entry, the 1-1-2-3 sheet.
There are 78 $1s in the census and as there were two $1s on this sheet I split the
known notes half to each plate position. (39+39=78) There is only one position for a
$2 and $3 so the census numbers were directly placed into the chart.  The same was
done for the remaining sheets. (Note: $10s existed on two sheets so in similar fash-
ion to the $1s their number was apportioned) 

Kirtland Safety Society Bank 50-100 sheet layout
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The table below utilizes the approximant number of sheets issued and
breaks them down to their face value.

Face value of top Face value of 2nd Face value of 3rd  Face value of Total face 
position notes position notes position notes bottom notes value of the

sheet
$650 $650 $1,300 $1,950 $4,550

$3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $6,000 $15,000
$4,000 $8,000 - - $12,000
$10,000 $20,000 - - $30,000

Grand Total $61,550

The highest number of known notes for the 1-1-2-3 sheet is 68, referring
back to the census to the number of $3 bills in the census.  Therefore if the survival
rate in general was 10% one would have to multiply 68 times 10 which would give
the figure of 680 original sheets.  The total estimated face value of the Kirtland notes
is more than $61 thousand using this model.  As mentioned earlier the amount actu-
ally issued in Kirtland Ohio may have been as high at $70,000.  Therefore it seems
likely that the above figures, although a bit lower than $70,000, possibly approxi-
mate the reality of the situation.  Secondly if Oliver Cowdery did obtain $200,000 in
printed notes in Philadelphia (which is slightly more than three times the amount
issued) the numbers for total sheets ordered would also be reflected by the table.  I
have rounded these numbers totals to even numbers because the likelihood of a bank
ordering printed currency sheets would be that they would probably order in even
numbers.  What then possibly could have happened to the thousands of sheets not
issued?  No one knows for sure but there is a persistent rumor that they are still in
possession of the Mormon Church tucked away in its archives.  More than one per-
son has stated that he has heard of stacks of unused Kirtland notes being seen years
ago in the Church archives.  Just rumor and conjecture, but it makes for a very inter-
esting story.

The figure of 10% surviving notes may sound like a high estimate, however
due to the fact that many notes were not issued and hundreds were re-issued in Salt
Lake City 12 years later, most were probably not destroyed as happened with many
banks.  Secondly, the Mormon pioneers had a strong tendency to save items of histo-
ry as keepsakes to have and pass down to their children.  Thus when you see that my
simple census of surviving notes done over a 10 year period has amounted to well in
excess of 550 individual notes and compare this to other private banks of the period
it is indeed a much higher survival rate than the norm.  

I have attempted here to present a slightly different side of bank operations
in the early 19th century.  The survival of a complete set of intact uncut sheets from
a single bank and to some degree the possible scenario of what was ordered and how
it was used sheds additional light on the process of how banks obtained their notes.
The numbers presented here are a rough estimation, but I believe could very well be
typical and close to accurate.  Banks during this period seldom kept records other
than approximations and they were very crude except for actual dollars and cents
ledgers.  Most of what was recorded has long since been lost to history.                    �
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